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Searching for the Non-Interactive

 The beginning of the quest 

 Blum, Feldman, Micali 1988

 And for Multiparty Computations.  Very difficult problem 

with lower bounds.  Thus, advancement has been slow.

 Feige, Kilian, Naor 1994

 Halevi, Lindell, Pinkas 2011

 Beimel, et al 2014

 The reality of 2020 -- Shelter-in-place 



Multiparty Computations (MPC)

 Models: Interactive, available
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Non-Interactive MPC
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Impossibility Result (HLP) 
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Residual function will always leak
Furthermore,  solutions require pre-shared correlated randomness

or a dedicated party available to resolve the computation



Blockchains and MPC

 Gen I.
 Use the blockchain as a broadcast channel

 Gen II.
 Use the payment mechanism of the blockchain
 Enables to go beyond lower bound of fairness

 Gen III.  This work.
 Utilize the miners 
 Enables to go beyond the residual function leakage 

lower bound



Collateral

Incentive to complete the computation:

Reveal f(x1,x2)

Gen II [ADMM14, BK14, KZZ16]
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Collateral

Incentive to complete the computation:

Reveal f(x1,x2)

Retrieve the collateral 

Gen II (more details)
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Enables to go beyond the fairness lower bound in some instances



Collateral

Option to walk away:

Forgo the collateral

Keep f(x1,x2) secret

Gen II (more details)
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Collateral

Incentive to complete the computation:

Reveal f(x1,x2)
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Gen III – Gage MPC



Collateral

Incentive to complete the computation:

Reveal f(x1,x2)

Retrieve the collateral 

Gen III – Gage MPC
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Collateral

Option to walk away:

Forgo the collateral

Collateral goes to miners 

Expose f(x1,x2)

Gen III – Gage MPC
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Enables to go beyond the leakage lower 

bound under some assumptions



 The collateral amount represents the computation 
required to compute the output of the function on a 
single set of inputs 

 Party that wants to protect the computation sets a high 
difficulty for the computation and by that also the 
collateral

 If the adversary is willing to spend as much money as the 
amount of the collateral, then it can compute the function 
on an additional set of inputs

 As long as it spend considerably less, it learns no 
additional information about the computation

How Much Should the Collateral Be?



How Much Should the Collateral Be?

 The honest party who puts down the collateral can put it

as high as it wants as it always has the option of retrieving

the collateral

 For the adversary the collateral is the actual cost

 New monetary assumption

An honest party can put down a significantly higher 

collateral than the amount of money an adversary can 

expend on computation



Circumventing the Leakage Lower Bound

 Evaluation of the function on an additional input requires 

considerable computational effort, effectively removing 

the computation of the residual function 

 Furthermore, eliminates the need for correlated 

randomness or a dedicated party

 Musing about the assumption

 Understanding the financial capabilities of the adversary

 Assumption is weakened over time

 Consider under which circumstances assumption holds

 Ephemeral computations



Building Block of the Construction

 Gage Time Capsules (GaTC)

 Commit to some value

 Monetary collateral

 Can be opened by the creator and retrieve the collateral

 If not, opened by the miners

 GaTC bring time capsules to the blockchain



Time Capsules [RSW96, BG96]
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Time Capsules – Definition and Properties 

 Commitment: (c,d) TC.Com(1𝜆, 1𝜆*,µ)

 𝜆 is the security parameter

 𝜆* captures the complexity of the forced opening

 DecommitmentVerification: TC.Dver(1𝜆,c,µ,d) outputs 1

if the decommitment is valid with regards to c and µ

 Forced Opening:  (µ,d) TC.ForceOpen(c) brute-forces 

the opening of c

 Binding and correctness:  for c, cannot find two 

decommitments for µ ≠ µ’



Time Capsules – Definition and Properties 

 Hiding:  Deals with the time and/or computation required 

to force open the time capsule.  Time vs computation, 

sequential vs parallelizable 

 Intuitively, the forced opening should take 2𝜆*

 If the adversary computes significantly less than 2𝜆* the 

capsule should remain hiding

 This should also be true if there are 𝜅 + 1 capsules and 

the adversary spends significantly less that 𝜅 2𝜆* it should 

not learn more than 𝜅 capsules



Game Time Capsules (GaTC)

 Recall: if not opened by the creator of the time capsule 

then opened by the miners who retrieve the collateral

 How do you retrieve the collateral?

 Expose the opening of the time capsule

 Does not work!!

 Miner M1 brute-forces the opening of the commitment 

and attempts to post the decommitment

 M2 waits to hear M1’s values and drops that message and

posts the decommitment as its own and retrieves the 

collateral 



Proof of Opening Time Capsules

 Enable a miner to prove that it knows the opening of the 

time capsule and to connect it to its wallet/tag (where the 

funds should be transferred)

 This proof should work also in the case that the 

committed value is known

 Proof Verification:  TC.Pver(1𝜆,c,µ,𝜋, tag) and outputs 1 if 

the proof is value with respect to c, µ, and tag



Proof of Opening Time Capsules

 Generic simulation-sound extractable NIZK proofs

 Include the tag for the incentivization

 We have an efficient construction for the time capsules

 But then NIZK is too expensive. 

 Change our commitment construction to be more 

algebraic and amenable to the use of efficient Fiat-Shamir 

zero-knowledge proofs



Construction Proof of Opening TC

 s1,…,sk  {0,1} 𝑣 slt  {0,1} 𝜆 v= 𝜆* - log2k

 c1,i := H1(slt||si)

 K :=  HK(1||slt||s1) xor …  xor HK(k||slt||sk) 

 c2 := H2(slt||K)  xor µ

 ====================================

 r := Hr(1||slt||s1) + …  + Hr(k||slt||sk) ∈ Zp

 c3  := gr  c4 := hr f(K)

 Proof:

 u3 := gt , u4 := ht ch:= H*(c||tag||u3||u4)   z:=t – ch*r

 Verify: 

 u3 = gzc3
ch  and u4 =hz(c4/f(K))ch and   c2 := H2(slt||K)  xor µ



Gage Time Capsules – Additional Details

 Combine multiple Proof of Opening Time Capsules

 Incentivize to open only one

j                             decommit

POTCj

POTC1,….,POTCk

Miner receives

Collateral

Creator Retrieves

Collateral



Gage Multiparty Computations

 Based on garbled circuits

 The labels are committed to via GaTC

 Basic construction and two transformations

 Depend on the power of the adversary

 Circumventing the lower bound of the leakage of the 

residual function 

 Example of auction



Help Spread the Word

 The first worldwide repository of self-reported COVID-

19 data that anyone can freely access, anytime, from 

anywhere

 IReport-Covid.app or  IReport.Algorand.org




